
We observe all legislation and government requi-

rements, including the European Directive 93/42/

EEC on medical devices. We are certified accor-

ding to EN/ISO 13485, and all our products are 

CE-marked.

Designed to ensure 

optimum working 

conditions for the 

staff and maximum 
comfort for the user

REST- AND TRANSPORT 

COUCHES AND CHAIRS
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DayCare chair with  
coushins or mattress

DayCare chair designed for day surgery departments 

and dialysis. Used as therapy chair, examination and 

treatment chair.

Best seating comfort and many adjustment possibilities. 

Good handling, with fold-away and removable armrests. 

Everything is made resilient for daily use and can easily  

be kept clean. Developed in close collaboration with 

staff in hospitals.

We are very responsive, if there are good ideas for im-

provements. The DayCare chair is used by hospitals and 

the healthcare sector. Used as a transport chair between 

surgery and recovery or for prior study of patients. The 

couch can be equipped with many accessories, as it is 

widely used in many departments.

DayCare chair with coushins

Product no.: DSL-25000

HMI no.: 72976

DayCare chair with mattress

Product no.: DSL-25000 + DSLMADRAS

HMI no.: 100202

2-part family couch

Good space for the whole family. Made for maternity 

ward and used as a birth couch and rest couch. The 

couch with stability and strength for several people at 

the same time. Good seating comfort and back adjust-

ment with double motor.

The couch can be lowered for easier access. Lying sur-

face with mattress and compact laminate under.

2-part family couch

Product no.: B200-1200

HMI no.: 86320
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2-part rest- and transport 
couch with scissor or  
column lift

Good ergonomics, user-friendly and easily movable 

couch. Universal couch for both patients and staff, with 

a focus on accessibility and stability. The couch can be 

lowered for easy access from a wheelchair. Fold-away 

bed guards, so the mattress surface is the total width of 

the couch. Central brake system.

Head/foot board removable, can be flipped around and 

parked . IV pole suspension in all 4 corners. Lying surfa-

ce with mattress and compact laminate under. Mattress 

holders.

2-part rest- and transport couch with scissor lift

Product no.: AKUT-4000

2-part rest- and transport couch with column lift

Product no.: AKUT-3500

3-part transfer couch

Transfer couch made with a tilt function along the length 

of the couch, is used for transfers over to a OP-table. By 

tilting the lying surface, the patient is turned 180 degree 

over to the OP-table.

There is chrome frame that protects cushions from col-

lisions. Artificial leather in a quality that can withstand 

cleaning in alcohol and chlorine. High quality foam in the 

cushions for best comfort.

The couch can be lowered for easy access from a whe-

elchair. Large backrest angle adjustment for optimal se-

ating position. Central brake system.

3-part transfer couch

Product no.: FYS-VIP



WE HELP  
YOU MAKE A  
DIFFERENCE

Rehab-Care develops, manufactures, services and re-

pairs high-quality equipment and aids for the nursing 

and health sectors – e.g. hospitals, medical clinics and 

nursing homes.

At Rehab-Care the user’s demands and needs are al-

ways in focus in the development and production of 

equipment and aids for hospitals, clinics and the nursing 

sector.

All Rehab-Care products are designed to ensure opti-

mum working conditions for the staff and maximum 

comfort for the user.

We have detailed knowledge of all models, and we can 

customize our products to suit functional as well as 

aesthetic needs.

Our products need to be practical and functional, but we 

want them to look great too. If you have special wishes 

for e.g. upholstery colour, etc., we will customize it to 

suit your wishes and needs.

Your daily life should not be disrupted by long periods of 

interruption. We therefore service equipment on a day-

to-day basis. We offer this service for both our own and 

third-party products.

All our prototypes are tested in co-operation with the 

Danish Technological Institute and other external con-

sultants.

See all our products at rehabcare.dk


